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Artefacts of Ancient Egypt

https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nefertitibust/
https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/british-museum/AwEp68JO4NECkQ?sv_h=201.28039214468933&sv_p=-0.6647068401651666&sv_pid=0vKoomZ_rHQenZbsjBC-Lg&sv_lid=3582009757710443819&sv_lng=-0.12748012252612284&sv_lat=51.51984502395035&sv_z=0.6106126577486936
https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/shabti/
https://www.ancientegyptblog.com/?p=1445
https://www.worldhistory.org/image/4766/egyptian-pottery-soul-house/
https://mummipedia.fandom.com/wiki/Beketaten
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA20792
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Head of Queen Nefertiti 
about 1300 BCE

https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nefertitibust/
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https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/british-museum/AwEp68JO4NECkQ?sv_h=201.28039214468933&sv_p=-0.6647068401651666&sv_pid=0vKoomZ_rHQenZbsjBC-Lg&sv_lid=3582009757710443819&sv_lng=-0.12748012252612284&sv_lat=51.51984502395035&sv_z=0.6106126577486936


Wooden tomb models

https://www.ancientegyptblog.com/?p=1445


Egyptian pottery soul house

https://www.worldhistory.org/image/4766/egyptian-pottery-soul-house/


Cosmetic Palette

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA20792


Ushabti Dolls

https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/shabti/


Ahmose-Meryetamen I



Cleopatra
John William Waterhouse 1887 

Antony and Cleopatra 
Gillian Ayres 1982

Cleopatra 

Michelangelo 1534

The death of Cleopatra
Edmonia Lewis 1876

Queen Cleopatra

Cleopatra VII of Egypt 
ca. 40-30 BC

https://www.wikiart.org/en/john-william-waterhouse/cleopatra-1887-1
https://www.wikiart.org/en/gillian-ayres/antony-and-cleopatra-1982
https://www.wikiart.org/en/michelangelo/cleopatra-1534
https://www.wikiart.org/en/edmonia-lewis/the-death-of-cleopatra-1876
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kleopatra-VII.-Altes-Museum-Berlin1.jpg


Egyptian artefacts were not made purely for aesthetic, decorative reasons as much art is today. Nor were they made in the name of art, 
because there was no word for art in Ancient Egypt. They made artefacts to represent their beliefs of the afterlife, to depict important 
people, to record historical events such as battles and for practical purposes such as pottery or furniture. Egyptians believed in ma'at 
(harmony). Ma'at was the fabric of creation ; the order of the universe. Ma'at was night and day, female and male, good and evil. Today, 
when a painter paints the sun, it is just a sun, but in ancient Egypt, it might mean creation, illumination or spiritual sight. The ancient 
Egyptians used symbols like we would use code today. Unlike Egypt’s elite, ordinary Egyptians could not afford mummification, tombs 
or elaborate funerary offerings. Nonetheless, they wanted to provide for the afterlife as best they could.


Egyptian Painting

• People are depicted in side profile.

• A pharaoh is always larger than the other figures.

• Social Status determined how large people were in a painting.

• Pharaohs are depicted as being tense and formal, whereas ordinary people are more relaxed and realistic.

• Pictures in ancient Egyptian art are two-dimensional. Link to British Museum Google Street view tour of Egypt collection


Tomb Models display aspects of daily life in Ancient Egypt. They were placed in the tomb as replacements for the real things for use by 
the tomb owner in the afterlife. Models of butchering, granaries, and boats were common.


Ushabtis - Ushabti (also called shabti or shawabti) was a figure used in funerary practices. Ushabtis were placed in tombs among the 
grave goods and were intended to act as servants for the deceased.  

Cosmetic palettes were used to grind ingredients for cosmetics. Symbols were used together with pictorial descriptions. The Narmer 
Palette (c. 3150 BCE) contains some of the earliest hieroglyphic inscriptions ever found.


Pottery soul house - believed to represent a dwelling for the soul. Poorer people had objects, like this one, placed above their burials. 
Modelled on the tray are miniature representations of bread and meat which would sustain the deceased in the afterlife.


Bust of Queen Nefertiti - believed to have been crafted in 1345 BCE by Thutmose, the bust contains a more realistic depiction of the 
queen underneath the surface appearance, complete with a bump on the nose and wrinkles.
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Artefacts of Ancient Egypt

https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/british-museum/AwEp68JO4NECkQ?sv_h=0&sv_p=0&sv_pid=0vKoomZ_rHQenZbsjBC-Lg&sv_lid=3582009757710443819&sv_lng=-0.12748012252612284&sv_lat=51.51984502395035&sv_z=0.6106126577486936
https://www.ancientegyptblog.com/?p=1445
https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/shabti/
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/Y_EA20792
https://www.worldhistory.org/image/4766/egyptian-pottery-soul-house/
https://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nefertitibust/



